Learning Basic English
April 18th, 2019 - Basic English is a simplified version of English language created by Charles Kay Ogden. Learning Basic English through pictures: this fun project needs a leader to put it on the web.

The Garden of Phrases CommNet
April 17th, 2019 - The image map photo of the flower garden is from the Website of White Flower Farm in Litchfield Connecticut and is the copyrighted property of White Flower Farm which has graciously given us permission to use the photo. We are indebted to David A. Eason and to Joseph M. Williams's Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace for the description of stacked noun phrases.

Twitpic
April 18th, 2019 - Dear Twitpic Community: thank you for all the wonderful photos you have taken over the years. We have now placed Twitpic in an archived state.

UCREL Semantic Analysis System USAS
April 17th, 2019 - English Semantic Tagger. The UCREL semantic analysis system is a framework for undertaking the automatic semantic analysis of text. The framework has been designed and used across a number of research projects and this page collects together various pointers to those projects and publications produced since 1990.

English grammar Wikipedia
April 19th, 2019 - English grammar is the way in which meanings are encoded into wordings in the English language. This includes the structure of words, phrases, clauses, and sentences right up to the structure of whole texts. There are historical, social, cultural and regional variations of English. Divergences from the grammar described here occur in some dialects.

Clausewitz Bibliography English
April 17th, 2019 - Vanya Eftimova Bellinger Marie von Clausewitz: The Woman Behind the Making of On War. Oxford University Press: 2015 ISBN 0190225432. With the research skills both of a journalist and of a serious scholar, Bellinger has done a spectacular job of tracking down sources where no one else had thought to look in the process recovering some materials thought lost in World War II and others that.

English language Wikipedia
April 16th, 2019 - English is a West Germanic language that was first spoken in early medieval England and eventually became a global lingua franca. It is named after the Angles, one of the Germanic tribes that migrated to the area of Great Britain that later took their name as England. Both names derive from Anglia, a peninsula in the Baltic Sea. The language is closely related to Frisian and Low Saxon.

Cao Xueqin Wikipedia
April 19th, 2019 - Family Cao Xueqin was born to a Han Chinese clan that was brought into personal service as booi aha or bondservants of Cigu Niru to the Manchu royalty in the late 1610s. His ancestors distinguished themselves through military service in the Plain White Banner of the Eight Banners and subsequently held posts as officials which...
brought both prestige and wealth

Teaching materials using literature in the EFL ESL
April 18th, 2019 – Literature has been a subject of study in many countries at a secondary or tertiary level but until recently has not been given much emphasis in the EFL-ESL classroom
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